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High density adsorbed oxygen on Rh „111… and enhanced routes
to metallic oxidation using atomic oxygen
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~Received 4 November 1998; accepted 30 November 1998!

Exposure of Rh~111! to atomic oxygen leads to the facile formation of a full-coverage and ordered
~131!-O monolayer which is stable at room temperature. This result differs markedly from the
half-coverage~231!-O overlayer which forms at saturation when using molecular oxygen. This
demonstrates that kinetic rather than thermodynamic constraints inhibit the formation of dense
oxygen overlayers when O2 is the oxidant. We also report that O absorption into the bulk proceeds
much more readily when using O rather than O2, a finding with direct implications for enhanced
methods of low-temperature metallic oxidation. These results demonstrate that there are important
fundamental differences in the way in which low-energy beams of atomic and molecular oxygen
interact with metals. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!71406-6#
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One of the goals of modern surface science is to und
stand at the most fundamental level how oxygen intera
with metallic surfaces. This topic is of great technologic
importance due to the central role that oxygen-surface in
actions have in determining the atomic-level mechanism
such phenomena as metallic oxidation, corrosion, and che
cal catalysis. To date, activity in this area of investigati
has primarily concentrated on the interactions of molecu
oxygen. We have recently initiated ultra-high-vacuu
~UHV! gas-surface scattering experiments in which a be
of atomic oxygen interacts with various metallic interface
in this instance Rh~111!. This allows us to examine oxygen
metal surface chemistry in which the constraint of start
with a molecular rather than an atomic oxidant has b
lifted, and to elucidate whether differences exist in the rate
oxygen incorporation into the bulk depending on the nat
of the oxidant, with concomitant consequences for meta
oxidation.

Much is already known about the adsorption and abso
tion of O on Rh~111!.1–3 Under UHV conditions, it is gen-
erally accepted that the saturation coverage for chemiso
O originating from O2 dosing is 0.5 monolayers~ML ! ~Refs.
4–8! ~though a recent STM study,9,10 refuted by Ref. 8,
claimed a saturation coverage of 0.25 ML!. The formation of
this half-coverage overlayer at a saturation exposure of O2 is
characteristic of other closest-packed transition metal
faces as well. However, exceptions do exist when surf
defects are present, or when other molecular oxidants
used which do not need to simultaneously deposit t
chemisorbed oxygen atoms. For example, Parrottet al.11

were able to grow 1 ML of adsorbed O on a stepped
crystal after long exposure to 1025 Torr of O2 at a surface
temperature of 300 K. Moreover, NO2 can produce high O
coverages on the low-index planes of several transition m
als including Pt~111!,12 Pd~111!,13 and Ru~0001!.14–16 Re-
cently, an ordered~131!-O monolayer has been grown wit
NO2 at 600 K on Ru~0001!,16 as was suggeste
2750021-9606/99/110(6)/2757/4/$15.00
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theoretically.17 In addition to structural and chemisorptio
issues, further motivations for these studies comes from
erogeneous reaction studies involving O adsorbed
Ru~0001! ~Refs. 18–20! and Rh~111!,4 including new beam
studies from our group21 which suggest large changes
catalytic activity and reaction mechanism with differing ox
gen coverage.

The main thrust of this Communication will be to exam
ine the interaction of an atomic oxygen beam with Rh~111!.
We will show this to be an effective way of producing
well-ordered~131! monolayer of O on Rh~111!, as well as
an efficient method of incorporating O into the bulk of th
material. These results strongly imply that kinetic~dynami-
cal! constraints associated with the dissociative chemiso
tion of O2 at coverages above 0.5 ML rather than thermod
namic issues govern the formation of such high O-cove
surfaces, a view recently confirmed by electronic struct
calculations on this system.22 We have also been able t
produce a well-ordered~131!-O overlayer on Rh~111! using
NO2, to be discussed elsewhere.21

These experiments were performed in a unique thr
supersonic-beam UHV gas–surface scattering ins
ment;23,24 only the essential features will be mentioned he
The three beams are generated in a quadruply-different
pumped source chamber. These beams converge on the
get crystal in the scattering chamber with base pressure;1
310210 Torr. Scattered neutral particles are detected wit
doubly-differentially pumped quadrupole mass spectrome
~angular resolution;1°! which rotates around the position o
the crystal. This rotation, which includes the surface norm
defines the plane in which we can detect scattered atom

The helium diffraction measurements were perform
with a liquid nitrogen cooled source located in the cen
beam position. This produced a highly collimated He be
@^E&>20 meV; Dv(FWHM)/v>1%]. Theatomic oxygen
beam was produced using a radio frequency discharge no
beam source25 operated at 13.5 MHz, with a 1 mmdiam
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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nozzle, and a stagnation pressure between 1 and 4 To
O2. The O number density fraction n the beam was de
mined to be;30%.25–27 The beam was mildly supersonic
with the O2 having an average energy of 80–90 meV, a
the O having an average energy of about 60 meV. Depen
upon the stagnation pressure, the total flux could be va
from 0.01 to 0.15 ML/s~1 ML51.631015 atoms/cm2).

The rhodium crystal was cut to within 1° of the~111!
face, as confirmed by Laue x-ray diffraction. Crystal clea
liness was confirmed using Auger electron spectroscopy,
by monitoring the intensity and width of specularly reflect
He. Coverage measurements were done using temper
programmed desorption~TPD!, where the mass 32 signal o
desorbing O2 was monitored while ramping the crystal tem
perature. For calibration, we referenced a given experime
TPD intensity to that for an O2 dosed surface, which has
known saturation coverage ofQO50.5 ML.

Figure 1 shows O2 TPD spectra taken using a ramp ra
of 10 K/s for varying amounts of oxygen deposited atTS

5325 K. In Fig. 1~a!, the open circles are the O2 dosed
‘‘reference’’ TPD spectrum where the total amount of O2

desorbed is 0.5 ML. Here the O2 desorbs over a temperatu
range from about 700 K to greater than 1200 K. At th
surface temperature, continued dosing with O2 does not re-
sult in a measurable increase in the amount of desorbed2.
The other TPD data set of Fig. 1~a! has an integrated inten

FIG. 1. Temperature programmed desorption spectra of O2 desorbing from
Rh~111! using a ramp rate of 10 K/s.~a! Comparison of TPD spectra fol
lowing dosing with O2 ~open circles! and O~solid line!. ~b! TPD spectra for
extended dosing with atomic oxygen. See text for further details.
Downloaded 14 Sep 2004 to 143.106.6.126. Redistribution subject to AIP
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sity twice that of the O2 dosed surface, i.e.,QO51.0 ML.
This oxygen coverage corresponds to the minimum amo
that is needed to completely convert the surface struc
from a ~231!-O to a~131!-O overlayer, confirming the for-
mation of a 100% O-covered surface. The TPD data of F
1~b! reveal that even higher coverages than 1 ML of oxyg
can be easily generated when dosing with atomic oxygen;
TPD spectra have features that can be clearly associated
both ad- and absorbed oxygen.28 The O2 in excess of 0.5 ML
desorbs as a narrow peak at;800–850 K, with the peak
temperature shifting upwards with greater quantities of O2.

Figure 2 presents a detailed comparison of He diffract
data (TS5325 K! along two principal symmetry direction
for Rh~111! dosed with either molecular or atomic oxyge
The diffraction data of Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!, corresponding to
dosing with molecular oxygen, are characteristic of the
ML covered surface which consists of multiple~231! do-
mains which have their axes oriented along different symm
try directions, giving a net~232! diffraction pattern. The
characteristic half-order diffraction peaks for this structu
are marked with arrows in these figures. The diffraction d
for the atomic oxygen dosed surface, Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!,
differ markedly from the molecular oxygen dosed data. M
notably, the half-order diffraction peaks characteristic of t
~231! overlayer have essentially disappeared for the 1.0
O-covered surface.The angular positions of the principle
diffraction features are consistent with a commensur
(131)-O/Rh(111) overlayer (Rh–Rh distance52.69 Å). A
very small residual half-order peak in the^101̄& direction can
be seen in Fig. 2~d!; this may be due to a slight adsorbat
induced buckling of the Rh~111! surface, not uncommon fo
close-packed metal surfaces.29

We have shown compelling He diffraction and TPD ev
dence that dosing with atomic oxygen leads to the fac
formation of a ~131!-O surface structure which hasQO

51.0 ML. This result differs from that obtained when usin
molecular oxygen, which leads to the formation of
~231!-O surface structure withQO50.5 ML. We can rule
out the possibility that O2 dosing leads to a saturated 0.2
ML structure; if this were the case, then O atom dosi
would have deposited only 0.5 ML, yielding promine
higher-order features in the diffraction spectra—features
observed in our experiments. We also note that even tho
it is possible to deposit more than 0.5 ML of O with long O2

exposure of the Rh~111! surface at elevated surface tempe
tures, that the associated diffraction spectra still show p
nounced half-order peaks. This indicates that for O2 dosing
the extra oxygen is absorbed into the bulk, and does
reside at the surface.

Figure 3~a! shows the absorption isotherm for atom
oxygen atTS5325 K. The data points were obtained fro
TPD data. The solid line, which provides a quantitative fit
the data, assumes first-order Langmuir adsorption kinetic

dQO

dt
5S0F~12QO!, ~1!

whereF is the flux of O atoms andS0 is the initial sticking
coefficient. This first-order adsorption line was fit to the da
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. He diffraction data taken
along two principal symmetry direc-
tions which confirm that O2 dosing at
TS5325 K @panels~a! and ~c!# pro-
duces a~231!-O overlayer, while dos-
ing with atomic oxygen@panels ~b!
and ~d!# yields a ~131!-O overlayer.
Scattering conditions wereu i545°
and TS5325 K for all data withEi

520 meV alonĝ 112̄& and 20.1 meV
along^101̄&. Arrows in panels~a! and
~c! indicate the positions of half-orde
peaks which do not appear for th
O-dosed surface.
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at coverages where O2 adsorption does not occur, i.e.,uO

.0.5. Using the estimated O-flux,S0 is found to be 0.3. The
implication is that impinging atoms either find a vacancy
are reflected. O2 behaves differently, with the dissociativ
adsorption isotherm following second-order kinetics;2 this
isotherm is represented by a dashed line in Fig. 3~a!.

The absence of change in consecutive diffraction r
taken during a 30 min period indicates that the~131!-O
overlayer is stable atTS5325 K. To investigate the stability
of the ~131!-O overlayer at higher surface temperatures,
first grew 1.0 ML overlayers atTS5325 K. Reference He
diffraction data were taken, followed by heating to a spe
fied elevated temperature for 5 min. Finally, the surface w
cooled back to 325 K and a diffraction spectrum taken
comparison to the reference structure. Between 400 K
425 K, small half-order peaks appeared, indicating the de
tion of surface oxygen. This trend becomes much more p
nounced at 525 K, where half-order peaks become quite
dent after heating for only 30 s. Most of the missing surfa
oxygen becomes absorbed at this temperature.

We now examine the facile absorption of oxygen in
the bulk metal when dosing with atomic oxygen. It is po
sible, as shown in Fig. 1~b!, to deposit more than 1.0 ML o
oxygen when dosing with O. He diffraction experiments
dicate that this occurs while still maintaining a well-order
~131!-O overlayer. This provides clear evidence that we
not growing a compressed phase of adsorbed O, but ra
that the extra O absorbs into the bulk. A comparison of
measured absorption rates for O vs O2 is shown in Fig. 3~b!.
The rates for O2 dosing have been previously measured
temperatures between 400 K and 600 K using a room t
perature supersonic beam with a flux of 1 ML/s.1 The solid
line shown in Fig. 3~b! is a fit to these prior data, extrapo
lated to lower temperatures. AtTS5325 K, we were unable
Downloaded 14 Sep 2004 to 143.106.6.126. Redistribution subject to AIP
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FIG. 3. ~a! Adsorption isotherms atTS5325 K for O2 and O dosing which
exhibit second-order and first-order Langmuir behavior, respectively.
open circles are the measured data for O-dosing, while the solid line is th
for a first-order isotherm. Total oxygen flux was 0.038 ML/s with an O ato
flux of 0.013 ML/s. The dashed line is a second-order isotherm for O2. ~b!
Comparison of oxygen absorption rates for dosing with O and O2 as a
function of substrate temperature. Total oxygen flux for the O dosing
periment was 0.046 ML/s with an O atom flux of 0.017 ML/s. The O2 curve
is from the data of Peterlinzet al. ~Ref. 1!, with an O2 flux of 1 ML/s.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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to measure any additional oxygen uptake with as much a
min of O2 exposure after the completion of 0.5 ML coverag
The circles in Fig. 3~b! are the measured rates for oxyg
absorption when dosing with the O atom beam using con
tions which maintained the ordered~131!-O overlayer.
These results indicate a dramatic enhancement in the ra
oxygen incorporation into the bulk when exposing the s
strate to atomic oxygen, a finding with important cons
quences for low-temperature metallic oxidation and mat
als degradation.

To summarize, we have demonstrated that the Rh~111!
surface is capable of supporting a full monolayer of adsor
O when using atomic O for dosing. It is adsorbed as a w
ordered~131!-O overlayer, as shown by He atom diffra
tion. The facile formation of a stable~131!-O/Rh~111! struc-
ture when dosing with atomic oxygen stands in sh
contrast to the limiting value of 0.5 ML which is reache
when dosing with molecular oxygen. These findings emp
size that the dynamical path taken by oxygen molecules
they dissociatively chemisorb on metallic surfaces is cr
cally influenced by adsorbate coverage. This strongly s
gests that for dissociative adsorption to occur a relativ
low-energy path must exist which accesses two adjacent
face sites. These pathways become energetically unfavor
and hence inaccessible forQO.0.5 ML. Electronic structure
calculations22 confirm this conclusion. Our observation th
O absorption into the bulk proceeds much more readily w
using O rather than O2 is a finding with direct implications
for low-temperature metallic oxidation. This suggests t
the potential energy surface that governs oxygen trans
across the surface-to-selvedge interface must also be h
dependent on O coverage, with the energetic barrier for
gration from the~131!-O overlayer to the bulk being sub
stantially lower than from the~231!-O overlayer. These re
sults demonstrate that there are important fundame
differences in the way in which low-energy beams of atom
and molecular oxygen interact with metals. These stud
further reinforce the sense that a predictive knowledge
how atomic oxygen reacts with materials spanning the ra
from thermal to high energy is as yet incomplete. We
Downloaded 14 Sep 2004 to 143.106.6.126. Redistribution subject to AIP
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presently expanding these studies of atomic oxygen-sur
interactions to include other metallic and organic interfac
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